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Mixed-mode I/III fracture study of sandwich beams

V. Rizov

Abstract: The capacity of prestressed split-cantilever beam (SCB) for investigation of mixed-mode I/III fracture in foam core sandwich constructions was evaluated theoretically. The fracture was studied in terms of the strain energy release rate. In this relation, a three-dimensional finite-element model was developed. The strain energy release rate mode components were analyzed by the virtual crack closure technique. The analysis revealed that the mode I and the mode III components have maximum at the center of the crack front and gradually decrease toward the edges. Different mixed-mode ratios were generated by varying the mutual transverse displacement at the end of the sandwich SCB crack arms (in this way, the use of steel rollers with different diameters for prestressing the SCB to provide the mode-I part of the loading was modeled). The effect of the sandwich core material on the mixed-mode I/III fracture was investigated. For this purpose, three sandwich SCB configurations with different rigid cellular foams used for core material were simulated. It was found that the strain energy release rate decreases when the foam density increases. Therefore, the mixed-mode I/III fracture performance of the sandwich beams can be improved by using foams with higher density for core material.
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A theoretical study of the mixed-mode I/III fracture in foam core sandwich SCB was performed. The study was motivated by the fact that mixed-mode I/III fracture in sandwich beams has received less attention in the literature. The basic idea of the study was that mixed-mode I/III crack-loading conditions can be generated using a prestressed SCB. The prestressing was performed by inserting a steel roller between the crack arms (in this way, the mode I component was induced). The mode III component was induced by applying a scissor-like load on the crack arms. Three-dimensional finite-element simulations were conducted. The influence of the foam core on the mixed-mode I/III fracture was studied. It was found that the strain energy release rate decreases, when the foam core density increases. Thus, the use of foam with higher density can be recommended as a means for improving the mixed-mode I/III fracture performance of sandwich beams.
1. Introduction

Foam core composite sandwich structures are widely used in modern loading-bearing applications and are attracting increasing attention from engineers and researchers (Akil Hazizan & Cantwell, 2002; Avilés & Carlsson, 2008; Gibson & Ashby, 1997; Hilyard & Cunningham, 1994; Nemes & Simmonds, 1992; Soden, 1996; Steeves & Fleck, 2000). The sandwich structures can offer high strength and stiffness in conjunction with weight reduction, which is their main advantage over the traditional structural materials.

The fracture behavior in many cases is critical for the load-bearing capacity of sandwich structures. Thus, much research efforts have been given to the problem of fracture in sandwich structures and their constituents (Farshad & Flüeler, 1998; Goswami & Becker, 2001; Hernández-Pérez, Avilés, & Carlsson, 2013; Marsavina & Sadowski, 2008; Prasad & Carlsson, 1994a, 1994b; Quispitupa, Berggreen, & Carlsson, 2009; Ramantani, de Moura, Campilho, & Marques, 2010; Shen, Cantwell, & Li, 2014; Sun, Yang, & Jia, 2014; Theotokoglou & Theotokoglou, 2013). Goswami and Becker simulated a delamination crack along the face sheet/core interface in a sandwich structure using a two-dimensional finite-element model (Goswami & Becker, 2001). Prasad and Carlsson used modified double cantilever beam and shear fracture sandwich specimens for studying face/core debond fracture and crack kinking (Prasad & Carlsson, 1994a, 1994b). Farshad and Flüeler characterized mode III fracture toughness of rigid foams using an anti-clastic plate bending test method (Farshad & Flüeler, 1998). The fracture specimens were analyzed by finite-element method models. Dynamic fracture in polyurethane foam is investigated by using a three-point bend specimen in Marsavina and Sadowski (2008). Fracture behavior of foam core sandwich beams is analyzed by Quispitupa et al. (2009). Mode I fracture of sandwich structures is studied in Ramantani et al. (2010). Analysis of fractured lightweight sandwich beams is performed by Theotokoglou and Theotokoglou (2013). Mode III fracture of foam core sandwich panels with steel face sheets is investigated in Hernández-Pérez et al. (2013). The interface fracture toughness of a sandwich structure is studied by Shen et al. (2014). Face/core fracture in composite sandwich is investigated by Sun et al. (2014).

However, mixed-mode I/III fracture behavior of sandwich beams has received less attention in the literature. Therefore, the main purpose of the present paper was to perform a theoretical study of mixed-mode I/III fracture in foam core composite sandwich beams using a prestressed Split Cantilever Beam (SCB).

2. Analysis of strain energy release rate in the prestressed sandwich SCB

The sandwich SCB under consideration in the present paper is illustrated in Figure 1. The sandwich beam consists of 2.5 mm thick polymer composite face sheets adhesively bonded to a 50 mm thick lightweight rigid cellular foam core. The overall dimensions of the sandwich SCB are 60 mm × 55 mm × 500 mm. In the mid-plane of the sandwich beam, there is a longitudinal crack, a, with length of 300 mm.

In order to generate mixed-mode I/III crack-loading conditions in the sandwich SCB, the concept developed by Szekrényes (2009) was applied. The basic idea of this concept was that the SCB should be prestressed by pressing a steel roller between the crack arms. In this way, the mode I component of the crack loading was induced. The mode III component was generated by applying two loads, \( F_1 \) and \( F_2 \), to each crack arm. For this purpose, a special loading rig consisting of two identical steel plates was used. The concept of prestressed SCB specimen was developed originally for the investigation of mixed-mode I/III interlaminar fracture behavior of unidirectional glass-fiber-reinforced polyester material in Szekrényes (2009).

For the problem under consideration (Figure 1), the loads \( F_1 \) and \( F_2 \) were determined by analyzing the equilibrium of one steel plate of the rig (Figure 2). The result was \( F_1 = 0.857 \) F and \( F_2 = 1.857 \) F (this result was obtained by using the moment equilibrium equations for points B and C (Figure 2)). The loads, \( F_1 \) and \( F_2 \), were applied to the crack arms of the prestressed sandwich SCB through loading noses, B and C, respectively (Figure 2). It should be mentioned that the application point, A, of the
external load, \( F \), was chosen such that the load line was collinear with the crack front. In this way, the bending moment in the arms of the sandwich SCB at the crack front was reduced to zero. This was done in order to minimize the undesired mode II component of the crack loading as suggested by Sharif, Kortschot, and Martin (1995) who used the SCB specimen for investigation of pure mode III delamination fracture behavior of carbon-fiber-reinforced epoxy laminates.

End view of the prestressed foam core composite sandwich SCB and the plates of the rig are depicted in Figure 3.

A three-dimensional finite-element model was developed in order to simulate the mechanical response of the prestressed foam core composite sandwich SCB configuration and to evaluate the strain energy release rate. The modeling was performed using the ANSYS finite-element computer code. The model was based on the geometry and the dimensions shown in Figure 1. The model was meshed using three-dimensional continuum brick finite-element SOLID45. This element is defined by eight nodes (one at each vertex) having three degrees of freedom per node (translation in the nodal \( x \), \( y \), and \( z \) directions). A total of 4,920 elements were used. The mesh was refined in the crack front area to allow for a more accurate analysis of the strain energy release rate mode components distribution. It has to be pointed out that before carrying-out further simulations, a mesh sensitivity study was performed in order to ensure that the mesh was fine enough to give reliable results. The mesh used in the modeling of the prestressed sandwich SCB configuration is illustrated in Figure 4.
The elastic properties of the composite face sheets used in the finite-element simulations of the sandwich SCB configuration are reported in Table 1. The influence was studied of the core material on the mixed-mode I/III fracture behavior of the sandwich beam. For this purpose, it was presumed that the core was made of three different rigid cellular foams (Divinycell H45, Divinycell H100, and Divinycell HCP100), i.e. three sandwich beam configurations were considered. It should be mentioned that these foams are frequently used as core material in sandwich constructions. Divinycell polyvinylchloride (PVC) foams are fully cross-linked rigid foams with closed-cell structure. The manufacturing process of these foams basically consists in mixing the chemical polymer components together and carrying out the thermal expansion of the polymer mass in hot water. In the finite-element modeling, the foam core was regarded as a linear-elastic material (the corresponding elastic properties are reported in Table 2).

Table 1. Elastic properties of the composite face sheets used in the simulations of the prestressed sandwich SCB. The subscripts refer to the principal material axes, x, y, and z, defined in Figure 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$E_{xx}$ (GPa)</th>
<th>$E_{yy}$ (GPa)</th>
<th>$E_{zz}$ (GPa)</th>
<th>$G_{xy}$ (GPa)</th>
<th>$G_{yz}$ (GPa)</th>
<th>$G_{zx}$ (GPa)</th>
<th>$\nu_{xy}$</th>
<th>$\nu_{yz}$</th>
<th>$\nu_{zx}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40.700</td>
<td>10.269</td>
<td>10.269</td>
<td>4.200</td>
<td>3.980</td>
<td>4.200</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The finite-element model was loaded by vertical forces, $F_1$ and $F_2$, applied at the crack arms according to the scheme depicted in Figure 1. The prestressing was modeled as a prescribed horizontal displacement along the $z$-axis (refer to the coordinate system in Figure 1) applied at the end of the sandwich SCB crack arm (the displacement value was equal to half of the diameter of steel roller used to prestress the beam). In this way, the mode-I part of the crack loading was provided.

The sandwich SCB free end, $x = 500$ mm (Figure 1), was fixed in order to prevent rigid body movement of the model. The deformed state of the model is reported in Figure 5.

The main aim of the finite-element modeling was to compute the strain energy release rate mode components for the three sandwich SCB configurations considered at different values of the diameter of steel roller. For this purpose, the virtual crack closure technique was applied. This is a commonly used technique which is based on linear-elastic fracture mechanics (Rybicki & Kanninen, 1977; Shivakumar & Newman, 1988; Suemasu, Kumagai, & Gozu, 1998; Szekrényes & Uj, 2006; Whitcomb, 1991). The virtual crack closure technique allows the strain energy release rate component associated with the three basic modes of crack growth to be calculated separately. The advantage of this technique is that it requires only one analysis by the finite-element model for the actual crack length. The virtual crack closure technique uses the nodal forces in the crack front and the nodal displacements behind the crack front. A three-dimensional scheme of the near crack front region with nodal notations is depicted in Figure 6. The virtual crack closure technique assumes that the work done to close the crack by one element length is equivalent to the strain energy released when the crack grows by one element. Thus, the strain energy release rate mode components, $G_I$, $G_{II}$, and $G_{III}$ at point $i$ in the crack front can be calculated using the following formulae:

$$G_I = \frac{1}{2\Delta a\Delta h}Z_i(w_j - w_k)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)
where $X$, $Y$, and $Z$ are the nodal force components; $u$, $v$, and $w$ are the nodal displacement components in $x$, $y$, and $z$ directions, respectively. The subscripts in Equations 1–3 denote the corresponding nodes in Figure 6. The distribution of the strain energy release rate mode components on the sandwich SCB height was analyzed by applying Equations 1–3 at each node along the crack front. It should be mentioned that a sensitivity study was performed in order to evaluate the effect of the element length, $\Delta a$, on the strain energy release rate (Figure 6). For this purpose, simulations were carried out using three different element lengths ($\Delta a = 2$, 1, and 0.5 mm). The average value of the total strain energy release rate along the crack front was calculated using formulae 7–10 for these three element lengths. The results obtained are reported in Table 3. It can be seen that the average value of the total strain energy release rate for $\Delta a = 1$ mm and $\Delta a = 0.5$ mm does not change (Table 3). Thus, it was decided to use $\Delta a = 1$ mm in further simulations.

Although the virtual crack closure technique is frequently used, because it requires only one analysis by the finite-element model and it is an indirect method for computation of the strain energy release rate. Therefore, the results obtained by Equations 1–3 were verified by the crack closure technique, which is a direct method of computing the strain energy release rate based on the principles of linear-elastic fracture mechanics. The application of the crack closure technique requires two analyses by the finite-element model.

![Figure 6. Schematic of the finite-element mesh in the vicinity of the node $i$ at the crack front with nodal notations.](image)

\[
G_{\pi} = \frac{1}{2\Delta a\Delta h} X_i (u_j - u_k) \tag{2}
\]

\[
G_{\text{III}} = \frac{1}{2\Delta a\Delta h} Y_j (v_j - v_k) \tag{3}
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\Delta a$ (mm)</th>
<th>$G_{\text{an}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.0194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.0208</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the first analysis, which is carried out for the actual crack length, i.e., just prior to crack growth, the nodal forces at the crack front are computed. The crack growth is simulated in the second analysis by releasing the crack front nodes. The second analysis provides the corresponding nodal displacements needed to compute the strain energy release rate mode components. The crack closure technique assumes that the nodal forces determined in the first analysis are the forces required to close the crack. The work done during the process of crack closure can be calculated by multiplying one half the nodal forces with the corresponding nodal displacements. The strain energy release rate mode components in node \( i \) in the crack front (Figure 6) can be computed using the expressions

\[
G_I = \frac{1}{2\Delta \alpha \Delta h} Z_i \delta w_i \\
G_{II} = \frac{1}{2\Delta \alpha \Delta h} X_i \delta u_i \\
G_{III} = \frac{1}{2\Delta \alpha \Delta h} Y_i \delta v_i
\]

where \( \delta u_i, \delta v_i \), and \( \delta w_i \) are the differences in the nodal displacement components; \( X_i, Y_i, \) and \( Z_i \) are the nodal force components determined in the first calculation by the finite-element model of the sandwich SCB.

The discrepancy between the strain energy release rate obtained by the virtual crack closure technique and the crack closure technique was within 2%, which was an indication for the accuracy of the computations.

The average values of strain energy release rate mode components along the crack front were calculated as

\[
G_I^a = \frac{1}{h} \int_0^h G_I(y) dy \\
G_{II}^a = \frac{1}{h} \int_0^h G_{II}(y) dy \\
G_{III}^a = \frac{1}{h} \int_0^h G_{III}(y) dy
\]

where \( G_I(y), G_{II}(y), \) and \( G_{III}(y) \) are the strain energy release rate mode components distribution along the crack front obtained by Equations 1–3, and \( h \) is the crack front length, i.e., the sandwich SCB height.

The average value of the total strain energy release rate along the crack front was obtained as

\[
G^a = G_I^a + G_{II}^a + G_{III}^a
\]

The influence was considered of the diameter value of the steel roller on the character of the fracture behavior. In order to evaluate this influence, the strain energy release rate was analyzed at three diameter values \( (d = 45, 60, \) and 75 mm). The distributions of the normalized strain energy release rate mode components along the crack front at the three roller diameter values are reported.
in Figure 7 (the strain energy release rate mode components were normalized using the formula $G_i^n = G_i h / F$, where $i = I, II, $ and III). Only half of the crack front is shown due to the symmetric character of the distribution with respect to the crack front center. It can be observed in Figure 7 that the distribution of the mode I and the mode III components is characterized by maximum at the crack front center and a gradual decrease toward the edges of the sandwich SCB cross-section. As can be seen (Figure 7) beside mode I and mode III components, there is also mode II component, which, however, is relatively small. Since the strain energy release rate distribution was non-uniform, the influence of the roller diameter on the fracture behavior was evaluated by analyzing the mixed-mode ratios of the average values of the strain energy release rate mode components along the crack front, $G_I^n / G^n$, $G_{II}^n / G^n$, and $G_{III}^n / G^n$. The average values were calculated by formulae 7–10. The integrals were solved numerically. The mixed-mode ratios obtained are reported in Table 4. It can be seen that the relative amount of mode I component increases when the roller diameter increases (Table 4). The relative amounts of mode II and mode III components decrease with an increase in the roller diameter. Thus, by varying the roller diameter, broad mixed-mode ratios ranges can be achieved. The data in Table 4 indicate that the relative amount of mode II component is small, i.e. the prestressed sandwich SCB configuration considered (Figure 1) can be used to investigate the mixed-mode I/III fracture in sandwich structures.

![Figure 7. Normalized strain energy release rate mode components distribution along the crack front in the sandwich SCB prestressed by a steel roller with a diameter of (a) 45 mm, (b) 60 mm, and (c) 75 mm.](image)

Notes: The horizontal axis is defined such that $y/h = 0.0$ is at the lower edge of the sandwich beam cross-section; thus, $y/h = 0.5$ is at the crack front center (here $h$ is the height of the sandwich beam cross-section). The sandwich core is made by Divinycell H45.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steel roller diameter, $d$ (mm)</th>
<th>$G_I^n / G^n$</th>
<th>$G_{II}^n / G^n$</th>
<th>$G_{III}^n / G^n$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>0.175</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>0.758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.377</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>0.495</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>0.465</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Mixed-mode ratios of the average values of the strain energy release rate mode components along the crack front ($G_I^n / G^n$, $G_{II}^n / G^n$, and $G_{III}^n / G^n$) in the foam core sandwich SCB prestressed by a steel roller with diameter $d$ (refer to Figure 1)
The effect of the sandwich core material on the mixed-mode I/III fracture behavior was evaluated by simulating three sandwich SCB configurations with different rigid cellular foams (Divinycell H45, Divinycell H100, and Divinycell HCP100) used for core material. The strain energy release rate was analyzed by the virtual crack closure technique via Equations 1–3. The results yielded by the analysis are presented in Figure 8. The diagrams indicate that the strain energy release rate decreases, when the foam modulus of elasticity increases (Figure 8). It can be seen in Table 2 that the foam modulus of elasticity increases with an increase in the foam density. Therefore, the use of rigid cellular foams with higher density can be recommended with purpose to improve the mixed-mode I/III fracture performance of foam core sandwich beams.

3. Conclusions
In the present paper, a theoretical study was performed of the mixed-mode I/III fracture in foam core composite sandwich beams using a prestressed SCB configuration. The methods of linear-elastic fracture mechanics were applied. A three-dimensional finite-element model of the prestressed sandwich SCB was developed using the ANSYS computer code. The mode-I part of the loading was simulated by applying different mutual transverse displacements at the end of the crack arms. In this way, the prestressing of the sandwich SCB, performed by inserting a steel roller between the crack arms, was modeled. The mode-III part of the loading was simulated by applying a scissor-like load to the crack arms of the prestressed sandwich SCB. The fracture behavior was studied in terms of the strain energy release rate using the finite-element model and the virtual crack closure technique. The results obtained were confirmed by the crack closure technique. The following conclusions were drawn:

(1) The analysis revealed non-uniform distribution of the strain energy release rate mode components along the crack front. Therefore, the effect of the prestressing on the fracture behavior was studied by analyzing the mixed-mode ratios of the average values of the strain energy release rate mode components along the crack front.
(2) It was found that the relative amount of mode I component increases with an increase in the roller diameter. The relative amounts of mode II and mode III components decrease when the roller diameter increased.

(3) The results obtained indicate that the prestressed sandwich SCB configuration can be used to investigate the mixed-mode I/III fracture over broad mixed-mode ratios ranges.

(4) The influence of the sandwich core material on the mixed-mode I/III fracture was studied too. For this purpose, sandwich SCB configurations with three different foam cores were simulated. It was found that the strain energy release rate decreases when the foam density increases. Thus, the fracture performance of the sandwich beams can be improved significantly by using rigid cellular foams with higher density as a core material.
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